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american modern 1925 1940 design for a new age - this is a beautifully designed and printed book based on the
exhibition american modern at new york s metropolitan museum of art the 172 illustrations 142 are large color photos mostly
one to a page focus on objects rather than the wider visual aspects of streamline design such as architecture transport
engineering, american memory from the library of congress list all - american memory is a gateway to rich primary
source materials relating to the history and culture of the united states the site offers more than 7 million digital items from
more than 100 historical collections, modern liberalism in the united states wikipedia - atomic age enlightenment
industrial age information age jet age machine age progressive era space age, american house styles this old house take a stroll through the history of american houses from the colonial era to the modern age, american art history of fine
arts in america - midnight ride of paul revere 1931 metropolitan museum new york by grant wood 1 18th century colonial
artists american colonial art during the 17th and 18th centuries was largely confined to portraiture and some landscape
painting the few available opportunities for artists derived from contacts with the colonial class, research projects getty
research institute - the research institute s research projects support the development of new art historical scholarship and
are often based on the special collections of the research library, the food timeline popular american decade foods
menus - food in the usa 1900 1910 during the early decades of the 20th century americans foods reflected the great
diversity of people living in our country, the history of radio documented in thousands of pdf books - i f you are tempted
to bid for radio related publications in an online auction check with us first it s likely we will also be bidding for that same
publication if we win you will have a nicely scanned pdf to read at no cost we can also split the cost and you can receive the
actual magazine after scanning, gilded new york design fashion and society phyllis - donald albrecht is curator of
architecture and design at the museum of the city of new york where he has organized such major exhibitions as paris new
york design fashion culture 1925 1940 and the american style jeannine falino formerly curator of decorative arts and
sculpture at the museum of fine arts boston is now an independent curator specializing in decorative arts particularly, moma
glossary of art terms - abstract expressionism the dominant artistic movement in the 1940s and 1950s abstract
expressionism was the first to place new york city at the forefront of international modern art, books relating to steam
locomotive development railways - authorhip of sources of information about steam locomotive development mainly that
in books bibliography, product timeline industrial design history - curved dash oldsmobile durant william c 1901 the first
us gasoline powered auto to be produced in quantity the 425 runabout was introduced by olds motor works founded in 1897
by ransom e olds features included the first speed meter invented last year by a mr jones and a new gracefully curved
dashboard
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